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if you feel like you have been missing the lost world of stephen king, then you can
certainly read this awesome fiction book for enjoyment.. this is one of the best books
written by stephen king and i love to read them. my favorite author is stephen king as
i can easily relate to his characters and situations. i am looking forward to more of his
books in future. the new trend among authors is to express their experiences and
realizations about things through their writings. stephen king is the popular author of
this genre. he mainly writes horror and supernatural stories. it began as a short story
when he was a teenager. he wrote the book about two months after he finished a part
of it. his previous stories include it, carrie, the shining, pet sematary and many more.
stephen king has written over 40 novels. he is regarded as a master of horror,
suspense and psychological horror. his books are often released under his name, but
they are all released under his pen name. many of his books have been adapted to
film or television. he has written ten best-sellers that have been translated into
twenty-five languages. and after his success, a lot of his books have been adapted
into movies, television shows and video games. he shares with others like edgar allan
poe and arthur machen, a predilection for the macabre. the stephen king novel
misery has been turned into a film. and the book and film, cujo, the shining, the
shawshank redemption, it, misery and the dark half are widely regarded as his best
work.
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this book is a classic since its publication in 1976. the persona of the narrator not only
adds to the childrens discomfort, it lends a more realistic feel than most horror

fiction. it provides a warning to children about the dangers of drinking water and may
even sway some parents to consider other sources of water for their children. kids get

a glimpse into the mind of a character who chooses to be in a depressed state. this
book unifies horror fiction with psychological thriller and gives children a glimpse at
the human condition. its a book that has stayed relevant for over 30 years and will

continue to scare fans for years to come. its a winner for any kid interested in getting
a glimpse into the world of freaky monsters. king is one of the few authors who can
seamlessly blend real life horror with the supernatural. king addresses first hand the
challenges of kids growing up. in this gem, king answers the question of why some

kids are wired like dark premonition is triggered. more than anything, king asks
himself the questions that make everyone wonder: why do we behave like we do? as
the story moves along, king answers this question by outlining how kids are a product
of their parents. parents should take their kids to hospitals to make them realize the
precariousness of life, thereby making kids less likely to be scared of the unknown.
king uses real life incidents and events to test out this theory. the resulting lesson

makes an impact on readers by offering a real life warning to parents. what could be
more imaginative than a book that pulls a childs nightmare out of his or her slumber
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in the middle of the night and has the child witness the whole ordeal. its a classic
book that has stood the test of time because its main character is true to life. king

does a wonderful job at showing how sinister life can be and how children of all ages
have been affected by the actions of others. 5ec8ef588b
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